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Do ument a hing and onne tion a hing are extensively studied problems. In
do ument a hing, one has to maintain a hes ontaining do uments a essible in a network.
In onne tion a hing, one has to maintain a set of open network onne tions that handle
data transfer. Previous work investigated these two problems separately while in pra ti e
the problems o ur together: In order to load a do ument, one has to establish a onne tion
between network nodes if the required onne tion is not already open.
In this paper we present the rst study that integrates do ument and onne tion a hing.
We rst onsider a very basi model in whi h all do uments have the same size and the ost
of loading a do ument or establishing a onne tion is equal to 1. We present deterministi
and randomized online algorithms that a hieve nearly optimal ompetitive ratios unless the
size of the onne tion a he is extremely small. We then onsider general settings where
do uments have varying sizes. We investigate a Fault model in whi h the loading ost of a
do ument is 1 as well as a Bit model in whi h the loading ost is equal to the size of the
do ument.
Abstra t.

1

Introdu tion

Re ently there has been onsiderable resear h interest in do ument a hing [5, 7{12℄ and onne tion
a hing [2{4℄ in networks. In do ument a hing, one has to maintain lo al a hes ontaining do uments available in the network. In onne tion a hing, one has to maintain a set of open network
onne tions that handle data transfer. However, previous work investigated these two problems
separately, while in pra ti e they are very losely related.
Consider a omputer that is onne ted to a network. A user working at that omputer wishes
to a ess and download do uments from other network sites. A downloaded do ument an be
stored in lo al a he, so that it does not have to be retransmitted when the user wishes to a ess
that do ument again. Serving requests to do uments that are stored lo ally is mu h less expensive
than transmitting requested do uments over the network. Therefore, the lo al a he, whi h is of
bounded apa ity, should be maintained in a areful manner. The transmission of do uments in a
network is performed using proto ols su h as TCP (Transmission Control Proto ol). If a network
node v has to download a do ument available at node v 0 , then there has to exist an open (TCP)
onne tion between v and v 0 . If the onne tion is not already open, it has to be established at a
ost. Most networks, su h as the Web, today work with persistent onne tions, i.e. an established
onne tion an be kept open and reused later. However, ea h network node an only maintain a
limited number of open onne tions and the olle tion of open onne tions an be viewed as a
?
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onne tion a he . The goal is to maintain this a he so that the onne tion establishment ost is
as small as possible.
Clearly, a hing de isions made on the do ument and onne tion levels heavily a e t ea h
other. Evi ting a do ument d from the do ument a he at node v has a very negative e e t
if the onne tion between node v and node v 0 , where d is originally stored, is already losed.
When d is requested again, one has to pay the onne tion establishment ost in addition to the
ne essary do ument transmission ost. A similar overhead o urs if a onne tion is losed that
is frequently needed for data transfers. Therefore do ument and onne tion a hing algorithms
should oordinate their de isions. This an onsiderably improve the system's performan e, i.e. the
user per eived laten y as well as the network ongestion are redu ed.
In this paper we present the rst study of integrated do ument and onne tion a hing. Formally, we onsider a network node v . The node has two a hes: one for the do uments, also alled
pages, and one for the open onne tions urrently maintained to other nodes. A sequen e of requests
must be served. Ea h request spe i es a do ument d that the user at our network node wishes to
a ess. If d resides in the do ument a he, then the request an be served at 0 ost. Otherwise a
fault o urs and the request must be served by downloading d into the do ument a he at a ost
of ost(d) > 0. Suppose that d is originally stored at network node v 0 . To load d into the do ument
a he, an open onne tion must exist between v and v 0 . If the onne tion is already open, no ost
is in urred. Otherwise the onne tion has to be established at a ost of ost(v; v 0 ). The goal is to
serve the request sequen e so that the total ost is as small as possible.
The integrated do ument and onne tion a hing problem is inherently online in that ea h
request must be served without knowledge of future requests. We use ompetitive analysis to
analyze the performan e of online algorithms. We denote the ost of an algorithm A on a request
sequen e  by A( ). The optimal ost to serve this sequen e is denoted by opt( ). The goal of
an online algorithm A is to minimize the ompetitive ratio R(A), whi h is de ned as the smallest
value R that satis es A( )  R  opt( ) + a, for any request sequen e  and some onstant a
independent of  .
We remark here that a problem similar to that de ned above arises in distributed databases.
There, a user may have a le/page a he as well as a a he with pointers to les allowing fast
a ess.

As mentioned above do ument and onne tion a hing have separately been the
subje ts of extensive resear h. There is a onsiderable body of work on do ument a hing problems,
see e.g [5, 7{12℄. However, the papers ignore that in a network setting, one may have to open a
onne tion to load a do ument. If all do uments have the same size and a loading ost of 1, whi h is
the lassi al paging problem, the best ompetitive ratio of deterministi online algorithms is equal
to k, where k is the number of do uments that an be stored simultaneously in a he [11℄. This
ompetitiveness is a hieved by the popular lru (Least Re ently Used) and fifo (First-In FirstOut) repla ement strategies. On a fault, lru evi ts the page that was requested least re ently and
fifo evi ts the page that has been in a he longest. Fiat et al. [7℄ presented an elegant randomized
paging algorithm alled Mark that is 2Hk - ompetitive against oblivious adversaries, where Hk is
the k-th Harmoni number. More ompli ated algorithms that a hieve an optimal ompetitiveness
of Hk were given in [1, 10℄. Irani [9℄ initiated the algorithmi study of the do ument a hing problem
when do uments have di erent sizes. She onsidered a Fault model where the loading ost of ea h
do ument is equal to 1 as well as a Bit model, where the loading ost is equal to the size of the
do ument. She presented randomized O(log2 k)- ompetitive online algorithms for both settings.
Young [12℄ gave a deterministi k- ompetitive online algorithm for a general ost model where
the loading ost is an arbitrary non-negative value. Re ently Feder et al. [5℄ studied a do ument
a hing problem where requests an be reordered. They on entrate on the ase that the a he an
Previous work:

hold one do ument. Gopalan et al. [8℄ study do ument a hing in the Web when do uments have
expiration times. They assume all do uments have the same size and a loading ost of 1.
Cohen et al. [3, 4℄ introdu ed the onne tion a hing problem. The input of the problem is a
sequen e of requests for TCP onne tions that must be established if not already open. Cohen
et al. onsidered a distributed setting where requests o ur at di erent network nodes. They gave
deterministi k- ompetitive and randomized O(Hk )- ompetitive online algorithms if all onne tions
in ur the same establishment ost. Here k is the maximum number of onne tions that a network
node an keep open simultaneously. The ase that onne tions an have varying establishment
osts was onsidered in [2℄.
Our ontribution: We investigate do ument and onne tion a hing in an integrated manner. In
the following let k be the number of do uments that an be stored in the do ument a he and k0
be the number of onne tions that an be kept open. We start by studying a basi setting in whi h
all do uments have the same size and a loading ost of 1; the onne tions have an establishment
ost of 1. We present a deterministi online algorithm that a hieves a ompetitive ratio of k + 4
if k0  k and a ratio of minf2k k0 + 4; 2kg if k0 < k. Our algorithm uses lru for the do ument
a he and a phase based repla ement strategy that tries to keep onne tions of do uments that
may be evi ted soon. We develop a lower bound on the performan e of any deterministi online
algorithm whi h implies that our algorithm is nearly optimal if k0 is not extremely small. We also
onsider randomized online algorithms and prove that by repla ing lru by a randomized Marking
strategy we obtain a ompetitive ratio of 2Hk + minf2Hk ; 2(k k0 ) + 4g.
Additionally we investigate the problem that pages have varying sizes. If all do uments have
a loading ost of 1, whi h orresponds to Irani's Fault model, we a hieve a ompetitive ratio of
(4k + 14)=3 if k0  k and of 2k 2k0 =3 + 14=3 if k0 < k. Finally we onsider a Bit model where the
loading ost of a do ument is equal to the size of the do ument and the onne tion establishment
ost is , for some onstant . Here we prove a ompetitiveness of (k + 5)( 0 + 1)=2 if k0  k, where
0 = =s and s is the size of the smallest do ument ever requested. If k0 < k, the ompetitiveness
is (2k k0 + 5)( 0 + 1)=2.
Finally we onsider a distributed s enario, where requests an o ur at di erent network nodes.
We show that no deterministi online algorithm an in general be better than 2k- ompetitive, where
k is the maximum number of do uments that an be stored at any network node. A ompetitive
ratio of 2k is easily a hieved by an online algorithm that uses a k- ompetitive paging algorithm
for the do ument a he and any repla ement strategy for the onne tion a he.

2

Algorithms for the basi model

In this se tion we study a very basi s enario where all do uments have the same size. Loading a
missing do ument osts 1 and establishing a onne tion also osts 1.
2.1

Deterministi

algorithms

We present a deterministi online algorithm alg for our basi setting. alg works in phases. Ea h
phase is de ned as a maximal subsequen e of requests to k distin t pages, whi h starts after the
previous phase nishes (the rst phase starts with the rst request). Within ea h phase alg works
as follows.
At the beginning of ea h phase, evi t all onne tions that were not used in the previous phase.
On a page fault, use lru to determine whi h page to evi t from the page a he.
On a onne tion fault, if there is a free slot in the a he, use it;
otherwise, use mru (Most Re ently Used) to determine whi h onne tion to evi t.

For ease of exposition, we rst onsider the ase where the size of the onne tion a he is at
least the same size as the page a he, i.e. k0  k. We then extend our analysis to the ase k0 < k.
Theorem 1. If

k0  k

, then

R(alg)  k + 4

.

Consider a request sequen e  . We rst study the ase that k0 = k. Suppose there are
N + 1 phases, numbered 0; 1; : : :; N . For phase i, denote the number of page requests that ause
a page fault by fi ; the number of page requests that do not ause a page fault by pi (these pages
were requested in the previous phase by de nition of lru); the number of mru faults mi , and the
number of holes
P reated byPhNi (i. e. the number
PN of onne tions
PNevi ted at the start of phase i).
De ne F = N
f
,
M
=
m
,
H
=
h
and
P
=
i=1 i
i=1 i
i=2 i
i=1 pi . (We ignore phase 0.) Note
h1 = 0 and fi + pi = k for ea h phase i.
Ea h hole that is reated, is lled at most on e, and this happens on a onne tion fault. (It is
possible that some holes are never lled.) Thus the number of onne tion faults that ause holes
to be lled is at most H . Furthermore, the remaining onne tion faults are exa tly the onne tion
faults where mru is applied; this happens M times. Thus

Proof.

alg()  F + M + H = kN + M + H P:

(1)

Note that our algorithm is de ned in su h a way that the number of page faults is independent
of the number of onne tion faults or the de isions as to whi h onne tions are evi ted. The page
a he is simply maintained by lru. By de nition of lru, there must be one opt page fault in ea h
phase. Thus
opt()  N:
(2)
Ea h phase an be visualized as follows. The onne tion a he is at all times divided into two
sets, Previous and Current. Here Previous ontains the onne tion slots that were not (yet)
used in this phase, while Current ontains the onne tion slots that were used in the urrent
phase. At the start of ea h phase, Current is empty and Previous ontains all k slots. Note
that some of these slots may ontain holes, in ase a onne tion was evi ted that was not used in
the previous phase.
For ea h page fault in a phase, there are two possibilities:
1. No onne tion fault:
(a) A not yet used onne tion slot is used for the rst time in this phase (this onne tion was
also used in the previous phase);
(b) A onne tion slot already used in the urrent phase is used again (two or more pages are
at the same node).
2. Conne tion fault o urs:
(a) A hole is lled: a not yet used onne tion slot is used for the rst time in this phase;
(b) A onne tion slot already used in the urrent phase is used again by mru;
( ) (spe ial ase) A onne tion slot not yet used in the urrent phase is used by mru.
Case 2.( ) an only o ur if the very rst page fault in a phase auses a onne tion fault; for a
later page fault that also auses a onne tion fault, mru always uses a slot that was already used
in the urrent phase. From this list we have that only in ases 1.(a), 2.(a) and 2.( ), a onne tion
slot moves from the set Previous to the set Current.
Consider a phase i > 0. Suppose Case 2.( ) does not o ur, and there are mi > 0 mru faults
in phase i. Then at least mi times, a onne tion slot already in Current is used again. Hen e at
most fi mi times a onne tion slot moves from Previous to Current. Therefore, at the end
of phase i, there are at least k fi + mi onne tion slots still in Previous.
The pages requested in phase i an be divided into four groups:

1.
2.
3.
4.

pages that did not ause a page fault (pi );
pages that aused a page fault, but no onne tion fault;
pages that aused a hole in the onne tion a he to be lled;
pages that aused a onne tion slot to be used again by mru (mi ).

Every onne tion slot that at some point in phase i ontains a onne tion to a page in group
2 or 3 (note that this may hange later in the phase due to the use of mru), is in Current at
the end of the phase. The other onne tion slots ontain onne tions to pages that were either
not requested in phase i (but were requested in phase i 1, or they would have been evi ted
before), or that did not ause a fault. This last possibility o urs pi times, so there are at least
k fi + mi pi = mi pages that are not requested again. This implies there are at least k + mi
distin t pages requested in phase i and phase i 1. Therefore opt has at least mi faults in phases
i 1 and i.
If Case 2.( ) does o ur, then there were no holes at the start of phase i. Then the onne tions
to the pages requested in phase i 1 must all be distin t, mi 1 = 0 and hi = 0. At the start of
phase i, a onne tion slot moves from Previous to Current using mru. Case 2.( ) does not o ur
in the rest of the phase. Thus at the end of phase i, we have that there are at least k fi + mi 1
onne tion slots still in Previous. These slots orrespond to onne tions that were used in the
previous phase but not in this one, implying k fi + mi pi 1 = mi 1 pages that were requested
in phase i 1 but not in i. Then opt has at least mi 1 faults in phases i 1 and i. Moreover, it
has at least one fault in phases i 2 and i 1, and 1 = mi 1 + 1. By amortizing the ost, we nd
that opt has at least
Pphases i 1 and i.
Pmi faults for every pair of
Thus opt( )  i odd mi , and opt( )  i even mi . This implies that

opt()  12

X
i>0

mi = M2 :

(3)

The onne tions still in Previous at the end of phase i are evi ted and be ome hi+1 holes.
At most pi of them lead to pages that were requested without a fault. Thus there are at least
k + hi+1 pi distin t pages requested in phases i and i 1. This gives another bound for the ost
of opt:
X
opt()  12 (hi+1 pi )  H 2 P
(4)
i>0
Combining (1), (2), (3) and (4) gives

alg()  kN + M + H P  k  opt() + 2opt() + 2opt() = (k + 4)opt():
This proves the ratio. It an be seen that the proof also holds for k0 > k.

R(alg)  min(k + 4 + (k k0 ); 2k)
Clearly, R(alg)  2k sin e alg has at most 2k faults per phase (k

Theorem 2. If

k0 < k

, then



.

onne tion faults and k
page faults). We still have (2) and (4) by the exa t same reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 1.
For mi , we have again that ea h time that mru is applied, no onne tion moves from Previous
to Current (unless Case 2.( ) o urs). So at most fi mi times a onne tion moves from Previous
to Current. Therefore, at the end of the phase, at least k0 fi + mi onne tions are still in
Previous. At most pi of them refer to pages requested without a fault in phase i, so at least
k0 fi + mi pi = k0 k + mi pages are requested in phase i 1 but not in phase i. Therefore there
are at least mi + k0 distin t pages requested in these two phases, and opt has at least mi (k k0 )
faults.

Proof.

If Case 2.( ) o urs, there are only at least k0 (fi (mi 1)) = mi (k k0 ) 1 onne tions
still in Previous at the end. However, in that ase we have mi 1  k k0 sin e there were no
holes. Therefore mi 1 (k k0 )  0 and we an amortize as before.
We therefore nd
0
opt()  M (k2 k )N :
(5)
Using (2), this implies M  2opt( ) + (k k0 )N  (k k0 + 2)opt( ). Therefore in this ase

alg()  ((k + 2) + (k k0 + 2))opt()  (2k k0 + 4)opt():



This proves the lemma.
2.2

Randomized algorithms

For the standard paging problem, the randomized algorithm Mark is 2Hk - ompetitive, where Hk
is the k-th Harmoni number [7℄. Moreover, no randomized algorithm an have a ompetitive ratio
less than Hk . The Mark algorithm pro esses a request sequen e in phases. At the beginning of
ea h phase, all pages in the memory system are unmarked. Whenever a page is requested, it is
marked . On a fault, a page is hosen uniformly at random from among the unmarked pages in
a he, and that page is evi ted. A phase ends when all pages in a he are marked and a page fault
o urs. Then, all marks are erased and a new phase is started.
In our algorithm alg we substitute Mark for Lru to get a randomized algorithm. However,
in this ase it is also ne essary to evi t onne tions less greedily to get a good performan e. In
parti ular, at the start of a phase we will not evi t any onne tions that are asso iated with pages
requested in the previous phase. Note that some of these onne tions may not have been used in
that phase, be ause the relevant page might not have aused a page fault.
Theorem 3. For the randomized version of

alg

k0  k
k0 )):

and

k0 < k, we have. R(alg)  2Hk + min(2Hk ; 4 + 2(k

, we have

R(alg)  2Hk + 4

. For

We analyze this algorithm very similarly to the original analysis of Mark [7℄ and to the
analysis in Se tion 2.1. We de ne qi as the number of new pages requested in phase i. A page is
new if it isP
not in the a he at the start of the phase. We de ne hi , mi , H and M as before and
write Q = qi . Then by [7℄,
alg()  Hk Q + H + M:

Proof.

Moreover, opt( )  Q=2.
Following the proof of the deterministi ase, we now have that every onne tion slot that at
some point in phase i ontains a onne tion to a page in group 1, 2 or 3 (note that this may hange
later in the phase due to the use of mru), is in Current at the end of the phase. Therefore any
onne tions that are still in Previous at that time (whi h get evi ted and form holes) must be to
pages not requested in the phase. Therefore opt( )  H=2.
Suppose k0  k. Due to the randomization, we do not know whether or not Case 2.( ) o urs
in a phase. However, as observed in the proof of the deterministi algorithm, we an amortize the
oine faults if 2.( ) o urs to get the bound opt( )  M=2. Therefore analogously to in the proof
of Theorem 1, we have
R(alg)  2Hk + 4:
by

We now onsider the ase k0 < k. The only hange is that the bound opt( )  M=2 is repla ed

opt()  M

(k
2

k0 )N  M

(k
2

k0 )Q ;

Fig. 1.

The upper and lower bound: x-axis is k =k, y-axis is R=k
0

where we have used Q  N , whi h follows from the fa t that there must be at least one new page
in every new phase by de nition of the phases. This gives us
+H +M
 2Hk + 4 + 2(k k0 ):
R(alg)  Hk Qopt
( )
However, sin e the number of onne tion faults, H + M , is also upper bounded by the number of
page faults Hk Q, we nd

R(alg)  2Hk + min(2Hk ; 4 + 2(k k0 )):

3

Lower bounds

We present a lower bound on the performan e of any deterministi online algorithm. The lower
bound of Theorem 4 implies that if k0 is not too small, our deterministi algorithm given in the
last se tion is nearly optimal. Figure 1 depi ts the lower as well as the upper bound.
Theorem 4. Suppose

k0  2

and let

= k0 =k.

Then for any online algorithm

 k
R(A)  (k + 1)

k

1

+

2

1



+ 3=k

A

, we have

:

We onstru t a lower bound as follows. We make use of k + 1 pages that are stored at
k + 1 distin t nodes. Consider an online algorithm A. Ea h page request in the sequen e is to the

Proof.

(unique) page that A does not have in its a he. The sequen e is divided into phases. In ea h phase,
we ount the number of distin t pages that have been requested in that phase; the rst request to
the k + 1st distin t page is de ned to be the start of the next phase. Sin e the onne tion a he
has size k0 , A must have at least k k0 onne tion faults in ea h phase. We de ne = k0 =k, so
that k0 = k. We will write the average length of a phase as pk, where p  1. The oine algorithm
uses one of the following strategies depending on p.

(For large p.) The rst strategy is to always use lfd for the requested pages. We then
ount the number of oine page faults for ea h of the k +1 pages, and put k0 1 onne tions to pages
on whi h the most oine faults o ur, in the onne tion a he. This part of the onne tion a he
is xed during the entire pro essing of the request sequen e. The last slot is used for onne tion
faults on the remaining k + 1 (k0 1) = k k0 + 2 pages.
Consider k + 1 phases. There are at most k + 1 oine faults, and on average at most k k0 + 2
of them are on pages of whi h the onne tions are not in the onne tion a he at all times. Thus
there are on average at most 2k k0 + 3 oine faults on k + 1 phases.
Strategy 1.

Strategy 2. (For small p.) The se ond strategy begins by ounting the number of requests to ea h
page over the entire request sequen e. Then, the k k0 + 1 pages that are requested the most often,
are put in the page a he at the beginning, and the k0 onne tions to the remaining pages are put
in the onne tion a he. The entire onne tion a he is xed throughout the sequen e. The oine
algorithm now uses lfd on the k0 pages for whi h the onne tions are in the onne tion a he, and
only uses the k0 1 slots in the page a he that do not ontain the k k0 + 1 most often requested
pages. It has no onne tion faults at all.
Consider (k +1)(k0 1) phases. These ontain on average (k +1)(k0 1)pk requests by de nition
of p. Thus, ea h page is requested on average (k0 1)pk times. The k0 pages that are requested
the least overall, must then be requested at most k0 (k0 1)pk times on average at most. Sin e the
oine algorithm has at most one fault every k0 1 requests to this subset of pages, there are k0 pk
oine faults.

Solving for p, we nd that these two strategies have the same number of faults if

p=

k

k

1



2

+

3



k :

(6)

As long as this value is at least 1, we an use the rst oine strategy if p is greater than the
threshold, and the se ond strategy otherwise. The number of on-line faults in one phase must be
at least pk + (k k0 ) on average. This implies a ompetitive ratio of at least
(pk + k

k0 )(k + 1)( k
k0 pk

1)

= (k + 1)



k

k

1

Note that the threshold in (6) is greater than 1 for k  k0  2.

+

2

1



+ 3=k

:


We an show that the analysis of our algorithm alg is asymptoti ally tight for k0 = 1. Note
that alg behaves exa tly like lru in this ase. This implies that even for k0 = 1 it is nontrivial to
nd an algorithm with ompetitive ratio lose to k.
Lemma 1. For

k0 = 1

, we have

R(alg)  2k

2.

We use a set of pages numbered 1; 2; : : :; k + 1 and request them y li ally. All the odd
pages are at some node v1 while the even pages are at another node v2 . It an be seen that our
algorithm has a onne tion fault on every request, thus it has 2k faults per phase.
We now des ribe an o -line algorithm to serve this sequen e. This algorithm only faults on
pages in v1 , and ea h time evi ts the page from that node that will be requested the furthest in
the future. All pages in v2 are in the a he at all times. Suppose k is even, then there are k=2 slots
available in the a he for k=2 + 1 pages. Thus this o -line algorithm has a fault on e every k=2
requests to pages in v1 .

Proof.

Consider k + 1 phases. It ontains k(k + 1) requests, exa tly k per page. Thus there are 2(k=2 +
1) = k + 2 oine faults in total, giving a ompetitive ratio of
2k(k + 1)
k + 2 = 2k

2k
k+2

 2k

2:

For odd k, there is one o -line fault per (k 1)=2 requests to pages in v1 . In k 1 phases there are
1) requests, thus k(k 1)=2 requests to pages in v1 and in total k oine faults. This gives a
ratio of exa tly 2k 2.


k(k

4

Generalized models

In this se tion we study generalized problem settings in whi h the do uments an have di erent
sizes. For the standard multi-sized paging problem, the algorithm lru is (k + 1)- ompetitive in
both the Bit and the Fault model [6℄. Here k is de ned as the maximum number of pages that
an t in the a he, i.e. k = K=s where K is the size of the a he (in bits) and s is the size of the
smallest possible page. It is nontrivial to extend the analysis of our algorithm to these models.
In both models, a phase is now de ned as a maximal subsequen e of requests to a minimal
volume of distin t pages that is larger than K . Thus there are at most k + 1 page faults in a phase.
4.1

The Fault Model

For the Fault model, we need to onsider the number of pages requested in ea h phase.
Consider a phase i and ompare it to phase i 1. Denote the set of pages requested in both
phases by Common(i 1; 1). Denote the set of pages requested in phase i 1 but not in phase i by
First(i; i 1), and the set of pages requested in phase i but not in phase i 1 by Se ond(i; i 1).
Denote the size of the largest page in First(i; i 1) by L(i 1). Denote the ardinality of the
smallest set of pages requested in phase i that have total size at least L(i 1) by `i .
Lemma 2.

opt

has at least

min(jFirst(i; i

1)j; jSe

ond(i; i

1)j) faults in phases i

1 and i.

Apart from the pages requested in phase i 1, whi h have total size more than K , there are
1)j other pages also requested in these two phases. Apart from the pages requested
in phase i there are jFirst(i; i 1)j pages requested in these two phases.
Suppose opt has less than jFirst(i; i 1)j faults in phase i 1 and jFirst(i; i 1)j 
jSe ond(i; i 1)j. Then some pages in First(i; i 1) were already in opt's a he at the start of
phase i 1, say x bits. This implies that at least x bits worth of pages in Se ond(i; i 1) was not
yet in the a he, be ause there is no room. Furthermore, sin e jFirst(i; i 1)j  jSe ond(i; i 1)j,
the pages in Se ond(i; i 1) are on average not larger than the pages in First(i; i 1). Thus opt
has at least jFirst(i; i 1)j faults. A similar reasoning holds if opt has less than jSe ond(i; i 1)j
faults in the se ond phase.


Proof.

jSe ond(i; i

Lemma 3. Suppose

1)j; `i )

jSe ond(i; i

faults in phases

i

1

and

i

1)j > jFirst(i; i 1)j. Then opt has at least max(jFirst(i; i

.

Proof. By Lemma 2, opt has at least jFirst(i; i
1)j faults. The largest page in First(i; i 1)
will have to be loaded in the a he at some point during phase i 1. This implies that at least
L(i 1) bits of pages requested in phase i are not in the a he when this page is in the a he,
and they need to be loaded later in phase i 1 or i. This means at least `i faults will be made, by
de nition of `i .


Theorem 5. In the

0
for k < k .

fault

model,

R(alg)  (4k + 14)=3

for

k0  k

and

R(alg)  2k

2
3

k0 +

14
3

Suppose k0 = k. Denote the number of pages requested in phase i by i . Write i =
i i 1. We have jSe ond(i; i 1)j jFirst(i; i 1)j = i.
If there are mi onne tion faults where mru is applied, then mi times a onne tion slot remains
in Current. Thus at most k +1 mi times a onne tion slot moves from Previous to Current,
and at least mi 1 onne tion slots are still in Previous at the end of the phase. These onne tions
lead to at least mi 1 pages that were requested in phase i 1 but not in phase i. Thus opt has
at least min(jFirst(i; i 1)j; jSe ond(i; i 1)j)  min(mi 1; jSe ond(i; i 1)j) faults in phases
i 1 and i. We have jSe ond(i; i 1)j = jFirst(i; i 1)j + i  mi 1 + i. As before, we an
ignore Case 2( ).
For ea h phase i in whi h more pages were requested than in the previous phase, we use that
opt has at least mi 1 faults in phases i and i 1. For other phases, we use the bound mi 1+ i .
By adding these bounds for even and for odd i, we nd
Proof.

opt()  M N2 D ;

P

where D =
i2X i , where i 2 X () less pages were requested in phase i than in phase i 1
(thus D > 0).
Similarly, opt has at least min(hi+1 pi ; jSe ond(i; i 1)j) faults in phases i and i 1, and
we nd
opt()  H P2 D :
Finally we also still have opt  N . It an be seen that the average number of pages requested
in ea h phase is at most k + 1 D=N . We have

alg()  (k + 1)N D + M + H P

alg  2((k + 1)N D);

and

where the se ond inequality follows sin e alg has at most one onne tion fault for ea h page fault.
Thus if D  kN3 4 , we nd that the ompetitive ratio is at most 4k=3 + 14=3. On the other
hand, if D < kN3 4 , then

alg()  (k + 1)opt() + 4opt() + D  (k + 5 + k=3

4=3)opt( ) =

4k + 14
opt():
3

This analysis an easily be extended to the ase k0 < k as before, giving R(alg)  2k
Details are omitted in this extended abstra t.
4.2

2
3

k0 +

14
3

.



The Bit model

In this se tion we investigate a Bit model in whi h the ost of loading a do ument is equal to the
size of the do ument. We also assume that the ost of establishing a onne tion is equal to , for
some onstant > 0.
Theorem 6. In the
of a

k

2 +5
2

Bit

model,

( 0 + 1)
R(alg)  k+5
2

for

k0  k

, where

onne tion fault divided by the size of the smallest possible page. For

k ( 0 + 1).
0

0=
k0 <

=s
k R(alg) 
is the

,

ost

Proof.

Denote the average phase length by

K + Æ for some Æ > 0. Denote the average number of

mru faults in a phase by m and the average number of bits worth of old pages that are implied
by m0 , then m0  ms. Denote the average number of pages on whi h there is no fault in a
phase by p and the average number of bits that are requested without fault by p0 , then p0 

ps. Finally, denote the average number of holes reated in a phase by h. Denote the ost of a
single onne tion fault by and write 0 = =s. Similarly to in the previous se tion, it an be
seen that for the average ost in a phase we have alg=s  k + Æ=s + (m + h) =s p0 =s and
opt=sP max (max(1; Æ=s); m=2; h p=2). Here the rst maximum in the se ond equation follows
from i max(Æi ; s)=Ns  max(Ns; NÆ )=Ns = max (1; Æ=s) ; where K + Æi is the amount of bits
from distin t requests requested in phase i.
Sin e the number of onne tion faults in a phase is bounded from above by the number of page
faults, we have
0
m + h  K + sÆ p ) h  k + Æs p m  (k + 1) opt
s p m:

(7)

opt
opt p m ) 2p = (k 1)opt=s
We also have h  2 opt
s + p. Note that 2 s + p = (k + 1) s
Suppose p  ((k 1)opt=s m)=2. (The other ase is handled similarly.) Then
alg  (k + 1) opt + m 0 + h 0 p  (k + 1) opt + m 0 + 2 opt 0 + p( 0
s
s
s
s
opt
opt
opt
0
0
0
 (k + 1) s + m + 2 s + ( 1)((k 1) s m)=2
 (k + 1) opt + ( 0 + 1)m=2 + 2 opt 0 + ( 0 1)(k 1) opt

s

0
 (k + 0 + 2 + 2 0 + (

For k0 < k, we have opt( )=s  (m (k
in this extended abstra t.

1)(k
2

s

1)

m.

1)

2s

opt = (k + 5)( 0 + 1)  opt :
)

s

k0 ))=2 and R(alg) 

s

2

(2

k k +5)(
0

2

0

+1)

; details are omitted



Hen e the ompetitive ratio grows linearly with k and with ( 0 ). The reason for this is that we
annot identify onne tion faults by opt; it is on eivable that opt never has a onne tion fault.

5

The distributed setting

We nally study the distributed problem setting where requests an o ur at various network
nodes. Again, ea h node has a do ument a he and a onne tion a he. Here, a request is spe i ed
by a pair (v; d), indi ating that do ument d is requested by the user at node v . The ost of serving
requests is the same as before. The ru ial di eren e is in the usage of onne tions. An open
onne tion between nodes v and v 0 an be used for downloading do uments from v to v 0 as well as
from v 0 to v . However, if one of the nodes of the onne tion de ides to lose the onne tion, then
the onne tion annot be used by the other node either. Hen e, the onne tion a he on gurations
a e t ea h other.
Theorem 7. In the distributed problem setting, no deterministi
ompetitive ratio smaller than

k0

is the maximum number of

2k=(1 + 1=k0 ), where k

online algorithm

an a hieve a

is the size of the largest do ument

onne tions that a network node

a he and

an keep open.

Consider a node v at whi h k + 1 do uments are stored. Additionally we have k0 + 1 nodes
vi ; 1  i  k0 + 1, Ea h node in the network has a do ument a he of size k and a onne tion a he

Proof.

of size k0 . Requests are generated as follows. At any time one of the onne tions (v; vi ) is losed in
the on guration of an online algorithm A be ause v kan only maintain k0 open onne tions and a
onne tion is open only if it is a hed by both of its endpoints. An adversary generates a request at
this node vi for the do ument that is urrently not stored in A's do ument a he at vi . Suppose that
a request sequen e onsists of m requests and that mi requests were generated at vi ; 1  i  k0 + 1.
The online ost is equal to 2m. An optimal oine algorithm has at most d mki e do ument faults at vi
and hen e no more than mk + k0 +1 do ument faults in total. Furthermore an optimal algorithm an
maintain the onne tion a he at v in su h a way that at most d( mk + k0 + 1)=k0 e onne tion faults
o ur. Thus as m ! 1, the ratio of the online to oine ost tends to 2=( k1 + kk1 ) = 2k(1 + 1=k0 ).
0



Note that a ompetitive ratio of 2k is a hieved by any a hing algorithm that uses a k- ompetitive
paging strategy for the do ument a he any repla ement rule for the onne tion a he.

6

Con lusions

In this paper we studied integrated do ument and onne tion a hing in a variety of problem
settings. An open question left by our work is to nd a better algorithm for the ase where the
onne tion a he is very small (relative to k). We onje ture that the true ompetitive ratio for
this problem should be lose to k.
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